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Technology Solutions



Technology can transform an ordinary space into an 
extraordinary experience—whether it be hybrid, virtual 
or in-person. From essential sound and lighting to 
immersive visuals, our extensive suite of on-site and 
digital technology offerings maximize event 
experiences and connect participants across the globe. 
No matter the size or venue, you have the best tools 
available to ensure participants are captivated and 
sponsors are happy.

Technology that connects



 > Hybrid+ and Virtual

 > Platform (Chime Live)

 > Digital Engagement

 > Event Data & Reporting

 > Presentation Stages

 > Digital Engagement

 > Mobile Applications

 > Content Management

 > Attendee Tracking

 > Audio/Video

 > Lighting

 > Simultaneous Interpretation

 > Rigging

 > Power

 > Internet

 > Technology Installation

 > Presenter Support

  

  

Hybrid+ and virtual
Getting people together in one room is not as easy 
as it once was. That’s why we offer a full range of  
Hybrid+ and virtual solutions that allow events to be 
attended from anywhere. Virtual meeting content, 
on-demand viewing, and a custom microsite can 
help breathe new life into otherwise stale 
presentations.

  

On-site
We are where you need us to be. Always on the cusp 
of what's next and the forefont of innovation, we 
have an extensive range of solutions from core  
audiovisual to specialty equipment, technology 
installation, and presenter support to engage 
participants in surprising and inventive ways.

Digital solutions
A successful event is one that engages every 
participant, not just a select few. Host hybrid and 
virtual events, connect your participants, manage 
presenter content, display rich dynamic signage, and 
so much more.



  

Creating memorable 
experiences all over 
the world
The new Encore brings together PSAV, Encore Event 
Technologies and its family of companies under a 
new global brand.

Encore creates memorable event experiences that 
engage and transform organisations. As the leading 
global event production company, our team of 
creators, innovators and experts deliver real results 
through creative, production and industry-leading 
technology. Encore is the trusted partner of choice 
for event planners, leading hotels and more than 
2,100 venues worldwide, operating in more than 20 
countries across North America, Europe, the Middle 
East, and Asia Pacific.

Questions and enquiries
The sales team at Encore welcomes the opportunity to discuss your next event. 
Please contact the team: 

info@encore-anzpac.com   |   1800 209 099   |   encore-anzpac.com


